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THE SPECTRUM OF UCi 

Ralph McLaughlin 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
University. of California 

Berkeley, California 

November 3., 1961 

ABSTRACT 

The spectrum of thin single crystals of UC1 1  was obtained at liquid 

helium temperature. Under these conditions it was possible to resolve what 

usually apear asbroad bands into groups of lines. By utilizing polarization 

spectra, line position, and line appearance,it was possible to assign transi- 

- .tions between crystal field states. Kflowing the position of the crystal. field 

states allowed calculation of the position of the field-free ion J.levels and 

25+lL terms. Coniguration interaction is discussed on the basis of the 

variation of these terms. Results of this study which might pertain to 

magnetic susceptibility measurements, covalent bonding considerations, 

f-orbital formation, and descriptions of 5f eigenfunctions are mentioned. 
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THE SPECTRU4 OF UCl 

Ralph McLaughlin 

* 	
Lawrence RadiationLaboratory 

University of California 
Berkeley, California 

November 3, 1961 

I. :INTRODUCTION 

There is apparently a controversy over the interpretat:ions of the 

absorption spectra of the U ion. The question is, does the position of 

absorption features correspond roughly to the position of field-free ion J 

levels? For lanthanide spectra the answer is certainly yes. 1  Forhexavalent 

actinide spectra the answer is no. 2 ' For tetravalent actinides recent workers 

5,6 
say no, while less recent workers say yes. 	This paper supports the yes 

answer. However, we feel that the controversy is only an apparent one. That 

is, the answer depends upon the particular crystal under- investigation. 

UCl was chosen for this study because of the following favorable 

factors: 

The crystal structure is -known, 7  from which the site symmetry of the 

U + ion is found to be .D2ã. 

The U ion is not at a site of inversion setry. This should allow 

electronic transitions to be reasonably intense compared with vibronic transi-

tions.  

The crystals are uniaxial, which greatly simplifies the observation 

of polarization spectra. 	 - 

It is easy to grow single crystals by sublimation. 	 - 
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II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

Initial observations of UCl )  spectrum yielded broad absorption features. 

Two things were done to resolve the structure of these features: (a) observa-

tions were.made with smple..aesedin liid.He, 8  u 	(b)very thin.crystals 

were used. The Ucl)  was'obtained by the method reconmiended.byP. H. Spedding 

et al. 9  This material was transferred from the reaction tube to the crystal-

growing tube in a dry box. This tube was then evacuated, sealed of,  f, and 

placed in a temperature differential which caused the UCl )  to sublime from 

one region of the tube to another. 

• The crystalgrowing tube was constructed mainly from 8 mm o.d Pyrex 

tube with 1-mm wells. The crysta1-iewing section of this tube was roughly .  

• 1 inch from the end. . . This sectipn was made by fusing together. the edges of 

• two P4rrex plates which contained a strip of tantalum between. them. The 

distance between these plates was about 50. t. After, the plates were fused 

the tantalum was removed and.Pyrex. tuhing joined on eithr end °  Above this 

section was placed a glass wool plug. The UC1 was sublimed. through.the glass 

.wobl plug and the •texnperature differential was arranged so that small crystals 

grew,between. the glass plates. The largest single crystals obtained were about 

1 nnsquare. The crystals were observed through crossed-polaroid screens to 

verify that they were single. The maximum temperature in the crystal-growing 

furnace was -i-o°  C, and several days-were 'required.to obtain-the crystals. - 

Undei-these conditions the crystals always grew.with the optic axis parallel 

to the glass plates, so that it was not possible to.-obtain.th.e axial-spectrum. 

Hence it was possible to obtain both,the it anda spectra 1  but it was not 

possible to experimentally deteiine which was which. 

Between -i-OOO and 7000 A the spectra were photographed ,  on a JACO Ebert 

3.4-meter spectrograph- eQuipped with a lOO-line-per-inch grating. Between 
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7000 and 11600 A a JACO Wadsworth 3J4-meter spectrograph with a 7,700-line-

per-inch grating was tised. Wavelengths were determined with respect to iron 

lines by use of linear interpolation. 

III. RESULTS 

The transmission of light through tJCl is cut off. by a broad intense 

band which sets in at about 22,700 cin* This band continüe, without signs 

of structure, to about 28,000 cm* It was not possible to carry investigations 

beyond this owing to absorption by the Pyrex tube that contained, the crystals. 

In thick crystals the absorption in.the rest of the spectral region investigated 

is characterized by less intense bands which vary from, a few hundred to a 

thousand cm in width. Polarized spectra, at liquid He temperatures, of thin 

crystals reveal relatively sharp lines within these .bands. The sharp lines 

appear mostly at the red side of the band. The spectrum is completelypolarized 

except for the broad intense band in the ultraviolet. Figures 1, 2, and 

are densitometer'tracings that illustrate the described structure. 

Table I lists the wavelength and wave number of the sharper absorption 

features. In most cases wavelength measurements are believed to be'aOcurate to 

±0.7 .A. ' There are included, however, a few features whose breadth is such that 

measurements of their centers are uncertain by as much as ±2.A. The spectral 

region investigated in this work includes the region investigated by other 

workers utilizingreflection methods. 	In view of the differences to be 

expected between reflection and absorption spectra 12  it is reasonable to say 

that these two sets of measurements are in'agreement. 
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MUB-791 

Fig. 1. Observed transitions to 3P1 . The spectrum in a polariza-

tion appears on the right; it polarization on the left. 
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klAi 

MUB-792 

1 Fig. 2. Observed transitions to G) . The spectrum in 

po1arizaton appears above; it polarization below. 
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MUB-793 

Fig. 3. 	
1 

Observed transitions to 16. The spectrum in cY 

polarization appears above; it polarization below. 
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Table I. Wave lengths of observed lines. All wavelengths were obtained 

from the sample at liquid He temperature. In a few cases lines of essentially 

the same wavelength are indicated as occurring in two different polarizations,. 

This is explained by radically different line appearance (i.e., in one polariza-

tioñ the feature is broad and intense whereas in the other it is sharp and weak). 

In two cases assignments of B2 states are made although electronic transitions 

are not allowed. This was possible because the vibronic lines occurred well 

separated from other lines of the group. 

7 	 v 	Polarization 	 Assignments 

(in air) 	(in vac) 

	

4483.2 	22299 	 E 

	

532.6 	22056 	 7T 	 vibroic 

	

559.2 	21928 	 7T 	 J lines of B2 

	

4611.7 	21678  
21544 a 

	

671.6 	2l00 

	

.4674.6 	21386 

	

4682.4 	21351 

	

4751.0 	2l02 

	

780.5 	20912 
1794L 	2ó852 

	

4800.7 	2082-i- 

	

4849.7 	2061 	 •6 

	

859.1 	2057 

	

873.0 	20515 

	

4883.8 	2070 

	

920.3 	20318 

	

4925,6 	20296 	 H 

	

927.0 	20291 	 it 

	

96.8 	20136 	 it 

	

5099.7 	19604 

	

5106.0 	19579 	 Cy 

	

5110.3 	19563 

	

5117.7 	19535 
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Table I (Cont 

y v Polarization . 	 Assignments 
(in air) (in vac) 

5132. 5 19478 0 

5136.6 19463 	. . 

51 1 .2 193 0 

517.9 1920 a 	 . 	E 	 116  

51531 :.1900 ;..; 

5172.7 	....... 193 27 TC . 	 . 	. 

526.1............ 19056.. . 

5299.8 18863  
5518.1 18117 .: 	. 	 . 

5526.7 18089 

5541.9 18039 . 	. 

5558.5 17985 

5601.0 1789 a 

5616.2 17801 . 	 E 

5652.1 17688 . 

566.6 17649 . 	. 	. 

5681.2 17597 . 	 . 	A2 	.. 	) 

6o9.2 16527 

605 1 .2 16521 a 

6059.0 16500 

6078.9 161I73 TC 

6086.3 .16126 TC .  

6109.2 16364 rc 

6128.0 16314 .- 	 . 2 

6129.6 16310 . 	 a 	 E 

6166.6 16212 a 

617.5 	. 16191 a 

6227.9 16052 a 	 . 	
) 
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Table I(Con !t 

y 
(in air) 

v 

(in vac) 
Polarization 

. 
. 	 Assignments 

6311 .2 15691 

6 1 19.1 15571 

61I43.6 .15515 

6559.9 15240 

6573.0 15210 
6579.6 	. 15191 . 

6620.6 .15100 a 
6616.6 1b1l CY .  

6699.2 14923 a E 

6709.9 14899 cr 

6723.4 14869 a 
6730.0 14,855 a 

3 P, 

6736.6 18o a 	 . 

6742.0 . 	11828 a 	 . I  

6748.1 11815 . . 

6750.4 148io a 
6760.5 . 	11788 a 
6774.1 11 758 a. 	. . 

6797.4 . 	11707 a 
6816.2 11667 a . 	. 	... 

6829.2 11639  

6857.6 11578 a . 	 .. . 

8031.5 12413 	. . . 	 . 	. ... 	 . 

8065.1 ,.123,96 .t .., 

8097.3 	. 12346 vibronic lines 

8175.1 12229 TE
. 

of B 2 

8265.9 . 	12095 a . 	. 	 . 

8300.0 12045 a 	. . 6 

8703.0 11187 . 	i. 

8752.3 11422 IC A2  
8954.3 .11165 iC 

8990.2 11120  
8993.6 11116 
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Table I (Contt) 

I V Polarization . 	 Assignments 

(in air) (in vac) 

9037.1- 11962 

9076.0 .11015 a 

9079.3 .11011 

9108.0 10976 cr 

9117.6 . 	 10965 

9157.7 10917 

9158.1 10916  a 

9176.7 1o894 

9203.0 10863 

920.5 1o861 	H . 116. 

9226.9 10835 0 

923.0 10827 a 

924.6 10814 a 

92 1 .8 1o814 . 	 ., 

92 1 9.0 10809 a 

9275.0 10779 or . 

9279. 1  10774 

9285.0 10767 

9316.1 10731  

9343. 8  10699 0 E 

10195.0 . 9806.0 a 

10207.3 9794.2 a E 

10237.2 .. 9765.6 .. 3 

10290. 6  9714.9 A2  

10316,1 9690.9 . 	 ..., 

10763.1 9288.5 	. a 

10772.8 .9280.1 
 

107785 9275.2 . 

10794.9 9261.1 a 

10811.6 .9246.8 . 3. 

10837.8 9224.4 a E 

10928. 91 1 8,0 a 

10916 .9 9132.6 ',2 
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Table I (Con't) 

I 	 v 	 Polariation 	 Assignments 
(in air) 	(in vac) 

1098.7 	9101.1 	 it 

11517.5 	8680.1 	" 	a  
11535.1. 	8666.8 	 a 	E 	.. 	 3 
11605.8 	8614.O 	 it 	 A2  

IV. INTERPRETATION .. 	. 

Two assumptions are made man attempt to Uunde.rstand the spectrum 

of UCl:. 	 . 	 . 

Except for the broad ultraviolet band, ff forbi,dden" transit±ons''dthin 

the configuration 5f2  are responsible. for. lht absorption. 

The transitions are either electronic or 'vibronic (electronic+ vibra-

tional), and are electric dipole 'transitions, 	 . 

Any doubts about the validity of the first assumption should be dispelled by 

recent work which presents a strong case for the presence of configuration 5f 1  

in tetravalent 	 The second assumption amounts only to 

supposing that what is true of 11fn 
 configurations is also true of 5fn configu-

rations. Acepting these assumptions,.we then expect the spectrum to contain 

some relatively sharp lines (corresponding to electronic transitions). .There 

will also be sharp lines due to internal vibronic transitions and broad bands 

due to external vibronic trsitions. 15  Thebest criterion for. distinguishing 

between sharp electronic and sharp vibronje lines is that at liquid He tempera-

tures all vibronic lines would be expected to be on the, blue (high-energy) side 

of electronic lines. 
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Experimental data are obtainable from this system which have not here-

tofore been utilized in attempts to understand the absorption'Of theU I ion. 

These data are the polarization properties of the absorption. We understand the 

spectrum of a system when we can begin with a model of moving electric charges 

(or charge densities), apply the proper mathematics, and come up with calculated 

spectral properties that agree with observed spectral properties. The confidence 

that we have in our understanding increases as the number of observed properties 

+ 
agreeingwith theory increases. Previous work on U  ion has been concerned 

with finding agreement between positions of absorption features andfield-free 

ion ieveis.' 6  Efforts to find agreement heteen crystal field states and 

electronic lines located byconsideration of yibronic spectra have not yet been 

successful. 	In this work agreement with theory is found for both field-free 

ion levels and crystal field states. Polarization spectra are consistent with 

theory.. There is reason, therefore, to place.a greater degree of confidence 

in this attempt to understand U + in absorption than in. earlier attempts. 

However, we do not feel that this case is as strong as cases that have been 

made for the understanding of lanthanide crystal spectra. 

V. CALCULATIONS 	 . 

If. the above interpretation is accepted, all that remains.tobe done 

is to, compare the,observed data with calculated data. CalculatedpOsitions'of 

the field-free iOn. levels were obtained by utilizing methods.described in. TThe ... . 

,i6 	 . Theory of Atomic.Spectra 	and intermediate coupling matrices for configurations 

fPT. 	This calculation results in energies being expressed in terms of the ...... 

Coulomb interaction integrals F2 , F)  and F6 , and the spin orbit coupling constant 

Selection and branching rules for D2d symmetry were derived bygroup ' 
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theoretical methods 
18 and are presented in Table II. Positions of ciystal 

field states were obtained by .using the method of operator equivalen±s developed 

19 
by Elliott and Stevens. Generous use was made of a recent review of this 

method in performing these. calculations. The potential energy of an f electron 

in D2d  symmetry was taken as 

+ A(6x2y?+y ) +AO(23lz6 315Zr? . 	 .. 

+ 	 .
105Z 

This expression results from a coordinate system such that the U atom is at 

18 
the origin, the z axis corresponds to the C 2  axis, and the projection of the 

Cl atoms in the .z direction intersects the x or the y axis. The,operator 

eqivalet factors were calculated from the expressions given by Judd. 20  Tabu-

lations of 6-j symbols given by Rotenberg2  et al. wer.e used to evaluate these 

expressions. 

The crystal field calculation results in energies which are related to 

linear combinations of the projection J of the angular momentum quantum number 

J on the 	. z axis. The selection rules are obtained in terms of the irredu- 

cible representations of the group D2d. The correlation between the linear combi-

nations of J and the irreducible representations is given in Table III. These 

relationships were established by finding the proper linear combinations in the 

manner described by K. H Hellwege. 22  . 	The characters of these combinations were 

then found by using the transformation equations given in this reference. Table 

III relates irreducible representations and J. combinations which have the same 

character; or, stated another way, in Table III. are listed the basis of states 

used in this calculation. . 	 . 	. 
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The calculation of energies by the methods described 	esu1ts In 

the pditions of levels or. states being expressed in terms of certain .para-, 

meters. In order to'compare experiment with theory, least-squares fits of 

23, 
the obseratfons. were made. The method used is described 	

24
. 

Table II. Electric dipole selection rules and branching rules for 

configuration f2  in D2d syinnietry. 

A 	A 	B 	B 	E 	 . 
1 	2 	1 	2 	 J 	irreducible representations 

A1 	 71 	 1 	A2+E 

I 	I 

A2 	- 	 3 	A2+B1+B2±2E 

2A1+A2+.B1±B2+2E 

B 	7T 	 a : 	 7 	A1+2A2+B1+B2+3E 

2A1+A2+2B1+2B2+3E 	-- - 

B2 	 .-- 

E 	a 	a 	(T 	a 	71 

Table III. 	Correspondence between irreducible representatipns of D2d 

syithnetry and linear combinations of JquantuninumberS. 

Jodd 	 Jeven 

l.o 	- 	 A2 	 o) 	 A1  
E 	 ±i) 	 E 

B1 	 B2 

B2 	 12)--2) 	 B1  

±3) 	- 	 E 	 I-3) 	 E 

-)+1-) 	 A2 	 -A1 

I) - 	-) 	: 	A1 	- 	 )-. I-) 	 A2 

I-±5) 	 E 	 k±5 	 E 

• 	 IL6)+-6) 	 B 

B1 
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VI. ASSIGNMENTS 	. 

The absorption spectrum of thin crystals of UCl at liquid He tempera-

tures is composed of line groups. It wá assumed that the center of these 

groups roughly indicated the position of a field-free ion J level. Some 

indication of the J value to be associated with a specific group was obtained 

from the over-all width of the group. For example, a j=6 level would 'be 

expected to experience a greater splitting by the crystal field than a J=2 

level no matter what the value of, the crystal field parameters. In order to 

allow for 'the effects of configuration interaction each 'term of configuration 

f2  was'teated' as an adjustable parameter (with the exception of the 1S'term)'. 

Various assignnents were tried until a reasonable value coupled with a good. 

fit resulted.. The eigenvectors from this calculation were then used to obtain 

the interediate','operaor equivalent factors by methods lready described. 25  
.  

In order to locate the position of crystal field states it is necessary 

to differentiate between vibronic transitions and pure electronic transitions. 

The appearance of the spectrum.indicates that two types of vibronic transitions 

are occurring. The broad bands are due, to external vibrations in which 'the 

center of'gravity of one unit cell moves with respect to other unit cells. 

The discrete lines are due to internal vibrations in 'which the Cl atoms move 

with respect to the U atoms. Detailed descriptions of these types of transi-

tiôns occurring in rare earth crystals' appear' in the literature.26 

Dstinction between 'electronic' and external 'vib'ronic transitions is 

straightforward because of the radically different appearance of these two 

types of transitions. 'Itseeths unlikelthat there' is appreciable population 

of internal vibrational' states at 4.10K ' Hence all discrete transitions should 

originate from an electronic iei'el" and not' a vibrational level. This means 

that vibronic tr'ansitions'will appear to the high-energy side of'their associated 
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electronic transitions. This criterion was used to distinguish electronic 

transitions from internal vibronic transitions. Again various assignments 

were tried until the calculation of the positions of the crystal field 

states wasconsistent with the experimental observations. 

Before crystal field assignments could be made it was necessary.to 

decide from which one of the states of the lowest-lying J levelthe transi-

tions were originating. This was done by calculating the values of the 

crystal field parameter.s : nm  from a knowledge of the positions of the.ncaret. 

and next-nearest neighbor atoms in the crystals. The ratios of.A °  .toA. 

and.of.A °  to A6 resulting from this calculation were used to reduce the 

number of.parameters. under. consideration from five to,three. The lowest-

lying state of 3Hwas then found under the conditionthat one of the para-

meters was large compared with.the other two. These considerations resulted 

in focusing attention.upon A 1  or B1  as possible ground states. It will be 

recalled that it was not possible to decide between r and cr polarization 

experimentally. However, ifthe table of selection rules 1s. compared with 

the branching rules it will be noticed that many more electronic transitions 

are expected in one polarization than in the other if the ground state is 

A1  or B1 . The observed spectrum contains many sharp lines in one polarization, 

as is illustrated in Figs.l, 2, and 3. Hence it was assumedthat transitions. 

to E states were contained in the spectrum which.showed the greater nunber of 

sharp features, and therefore this spectrum corresponded to a polarization 

VII. COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENT AND THEORY 

Figure, compares term positions obtained when each term was treated 

as a parameter with term positions obtained with the Coulomb integrals F 2 , 

F1 , and F6  treated as parameters. Configuration interaction would alter the 

positions of these terms and make unlikely a good.f it with reasonable values 
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5428 'I 5,494 

455 4,166_____ _____ 4298 
D.  4199 

'-2,912 -2,736 

-4,346 -4,359 

6,746 3H -6,843 

MU-25051 

• 	 Fig. 4. 	Term positions on the rit were obtained by treating 
3P, 	1, 	P, 1G, 3F, 3H and as adjustable parameters. 	Term 

positions on the left were obtained from .F2 =206.l, F=3O.O9, 
and F6 =li-.516. 	For purpose of comparison the mean of the former 
term positions was adjusted to agree with the mean of the latter. 
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of F2 , F ) , and F6 . The parameter values used in obtaining this fit were 

F2  = 206.1 cn, F = 30.09 cm 1 , F6  = .516 cm* 

It is my opinion that the agreement shown here eliminates the need 

to consider configuration interaction in the description of this system. 

27 	 1 
The use of hydrogenic Fk  ratios results in an inversion of the I and 

terms. 

Figure 5 compares the positions of the calculated and observed field- 
-1 

free ion J levels. The 	value used in this calculation was 1,638 cm 

It appears as though J states that lie close to one another are slightly 

pushed apart by interaction of crystal field states. It should be noted 

that the positions of the crystal field states were used to define a center 

whtch correspondd to the poaition of the fie1dfree ion J level. No 

information was obtained concerning the 3H5  and 3F2  levels because of the 

difficulties involved in observing infrared spectra of small samples at 

low temperatures. The position of the 3P0  level is Of interest in the 

figure. It was at.first difficult to understand the broad absorption 

features to the high-bnergy .side of 1G. Although there are no allowed 

electronic transitions to. 3P0 , the calculated position of this level would 

indicate that vibronic transitions to P are responsible for the broad 

absorption near 1G. 

Figures 6 and 7 coniparethe experimental and calculated. positions 

of crystal field states. Sixteen, of the expected twenty crystal field 

states are assigned. Iii most cases positions of the expected bUt not 

observed transitions between crystal field states occur within the location 

of a broad external vibronic band. It is reasonable to suppose that these 

transitions are of such low intensity that they are engulfed by the vibronic 

bands. 
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3 
"2 P2 

8,947 
8,515 

16 16 
6279 _ 6,256 

3 P I 3,964 
3,793 I 

1  D2 
2 317 

i r  
L.#2 2,590 _ 

I,05 3Pp 
1488 

I 
4 1,152 

6 

3 
H 6  

-2,479 
-2,886 3 F4  

-4,855 
F 4 -4,080  _ -4,855 
3 

-7,339 
3 H5 

3 F 2 
-8,623 

-12,418 
3 H 

-12,894 

MU - 25049 

Fig. 5. Calculated level positions are on the left; ,(ZS+lL) = 819.1. 

Observed level positions are on the right. The mean of the 

observed levels was adjusted to agree with the mean of the cal- 

culated levels. 
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580E19420 

628 E —10699 

-1231-- E 

MU -2505 2 

Fig.. 6. . Calculated positions of thestatesare on theieft;.:. 
observed positions are on the right. Only statesto which 
aIiowed electronic transitions are expected have been pre-
sented. . 
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E 

—9794 

-50— 
A2 	10 E 	

E —17801 

—14923 

-114 '—17597 
-I2—E 

.-_2 
8614 

.329  

MU -25050 

Fig. 7. Calculated positions of the states are on the left; 
observed positions are on the right. Only stated to which 
allowed electronic transactions are expected have been 
presented. 
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Transitions to 3  P provide a nice verification of the interpretation 

of the observed spectrum. •Because of the possibility of an A 1  ground state, 

transitions to 3 P were not used in the initial determination of the value 

of the crystal field parameters. The initial values of these parameters 

were obtained mainly from tentative assignments of transitions to E states. 

When the initial parameters were used to calculate the positions of states 

resulting, from the crystal field splitting of 5H, it was found that a B1  

state was lowest. Use of these parameters fairly well reproduced the split- 

ting observed in the P1  level. The parameters were refined by least-squares 

fitting. the positions of all the assigned states. The values of the para-

meters resulting from this process are 	 '. 

A"(r2 ) = -28.2 cm 

A (ru ) = +15.9'dm1 

A (r6) = -79.8 cm 

4 L 	 -1 
A)4  (r ) = - 1,782  cm 

A (r6) = -)4,)487 cm 

Positions of lowlyin states are often, useful in the interpretation 

of magnetic susceptibility data. For this reason the calculated positions 

of crystal field states relative to the center of gravity of the H ground 

level are recorded here. - 

B1  -97; 
	B2  +28 

A1 	1122; 
	A1 	+)#86 

E 	-297; 
	E 	+796 

A2 	-18.9; 
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VIII. DISCUSSION 

}owing the values of 	and for U in UCl should ke it possible. 

to say something about covalent bonding in this compound. The reasoning 

involved here is described by L. E. orgei2B  and indicates that covalent bond-

ing reduces Fk  and . Hence, these parameters for U in the compound should 

be smaller than in the field-free ion if covalent bondimg is present. Unfor-

tunately the values, of these parameters for the field-free ion are not known. 

However, we can look to other compounds and consider the relative amount of 

covalent bonding between.compounds. 

The comparison that would most likely be meaningful is that between 

UCl )  and TJF 1  in CaF2 . 7  It does not seem meaningful to compare F parameters 

because of the approximations made in the UF )  calculation. In UCl 	is )  

about 13%  smaller than in UF )  . CaF2 . This' is the result to be expected if 

UCl were covalently bonded to a greater extent than UF 1 . 

Eisentein has suggested that f 3s or f2ds orbials are responsible for 

covalent bonding in UCl, with a preference for the latter. 29  If the conf i-

guration f2ds we'e low-lying, interaction with configuration f 2  would be 

expected. In view of the evidence for snll configuration interctionfoud 

i in this work a preference for f 3 s orbitals or non-f orbitals s expressed. 

As in the trivalent lanthanides, 27  the ratios F/F2  and F6/F2  are 

greater than would be predicted on thebasis of pure nf, hydrogenic eigen-

functions. The mechanism for this enhancement is not properly understood. 

It is clear that for the atomic lanthanides the actual f electron eigen-

function is broader than a, hydrogenic one, 30  and thus would yield Fk/F2 

ratios smaller than the hydrogenic values. 
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